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MILLENNIUM POWER SERVICES NOW SERVES
MORE INDUSTRIES WITH
NEW SOUTHEASTERN ACCOUNT MANAGER
Westfield, MA . . . Derek Stafford of Lakeland, Florida, recently joined the staff at Millennium Power
Services (MPS) as Southeastern Account Manager. Derek has a strong background in process engineering
within the nuclear, dairy, chemical, and phosphate/mining industries. This unique background has enabled
MPS to expand into diverse fields throughout the southeast region.
“MPS offers an exciting fit for potential customers and for me,” Stafford said. “In each industry I’ve
worked in, my main interaction has been with Process Engineers and Plant Managers. Though their products
are varied, the pumps, valves, actuators, and other equipment are all similar, and are all essential to their
production output. In today’s business market, everyone must find ways to maximize production while
minimizing costs. This is what I can bring to Millennium customers.”
He is currently working to help production facilities throughout the fossil bed known as “Bone Valley”
in central Florida, which contains the largest known phosphate deposits in the country. Plants and product
ion facilities can utilize these larger deposit of ore and phosphate to produce fertilizer for customers all
over the world. These manufacturing plants use various pumps, valves, and other process equipment
to ensure production efficiency.”
A veteran of the U.S. Air Force, he became a specialist in standards and evaluations for ICBMs and nuclear
warheads. Derek went on to obtain a Bachelor of Science degree in Business and Economics. He has worked
at process plants throughout the United States and Canada utilizing his background to grow and expand
businesses and educate customers on production efficiency.
The father of five, Stafford is busy with sports and lots of outdoor recreation. He enjoys building things
through welding and fabrication, and is also an accomplished artist whose paintings appear at a number
of local art shows.

